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Disclaimer 
This eBook is for informational purposes only. 

Although the author and publisher have made every effort to ensure that the information in this 
eBook was correct at press time, they do not assume and hereby disclaim any liability to any party for 
any loss, damage, or disruption caused by errors or omissions, whether such errors or omissions 
result from negligence, accident, or any other cause. 

I am not a lawyer or an accountant. Any legal or financial advice that I give is my opinion based on my 
own experience. You should always seek the advice of a professional before acting on something 
that I have published or recommended. 

Please understand that there are some links contained in this guide that I may benefit from 
financially. The material in this guide may include information, products or services by third parties. 
Third-Party Materials comprise the products and opinions expressed by their owners. As such, I do 
not assume responsibility or liability for any Third-Party material or opinions. 

The publication of such Third-Party Materials does not constitute my guarantee of any information, 
instruction, opinion, products or services contained within the Third-Party Material. The use of 
recommended Third-Party Material does not guarantee any success and or earnings related to you 
or your business. Publication of such Third-Party Material is merely a recommendation and an 
expression of my own opinion of that material. 

No part of this publication shall be reproduced, transmitted, or sold in whole or in part in any form, 
without the prior written consent of the author. All trademarks and registered trademarks appearing 
in this guide are the property of their respective owners. 

Users of this eBook are advised to do their own due diligence when it comes to making business 
decisions, and their qualified professionals should independently verify all information, products, 
services that have been provided. By reading this eBook, you agree that my company and myself are 
not responsible for the success or failure of your business career decisions relating to any 
information presented herein. 
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Introduction 
Thank you for downloading my executive presence eBook! The information provided throughout 
this eBook is designed to help you to transform your presence to rock star status. 

A recent executive presence search on Google yielded nearly 40 million results. While a single, clear 
and widely supported definition of executive presence remains elusive, there is some agreement 
regarding the personal and professional attributes that are commonly observed among people who 
convey executive presence.  

According to John Beeson in his article Deconstructing Executive Presence, published on Harvard 
Business Review.org, “Executive presence ultimately boils down to your ability to project mature self-
confidence, a sense that you can take control of difficult, unpredictable situations; make tough 
decisions in a timely way and hold your own with other talented and strong-willed members of the 
executive team.” 

In her groundbreaking book, Executive Presence: The Missing Link Between Merit and Success, Sylvia 
Hewitt shares, “You can have the experience and qualifications of a leader, but without executive 
presence, you won't advance. EP is an amalgam of qualities that true leaders exude, a presence that 
telegraphs you're in charge or deserve to be.” 

From celebrities and influencers to iconic CEOs, individuals who project executive presence share 
many attributes, including believability, authority, composure, charisma, confidence, credibility and 
poise to name a few. Simply put, executive presence is the ability to successfully present yourself as a 
competent, self-confident and poised leader. 

Why is executive presence significant? Wherever you are on your professional journey—as a 
seasoned business owner, aspiring entrepreneur, ambitious executive or up-and-coming 
professional—executive presence represents the ‘IT’ factor that can propel your business or career 
to greater success. Developing your presence helps you “command the room,” influence others and 
drive results. Beyond your performance, presence is a critically necessary leadership must have to 
achieve more extraordinary success. 

Whether you’re an extrovert, an introvert, a chief executive officer, a business owner or a young 
professional, executive presence is achievable. It requires commitment, investment, and discipline. 

Here’s how to develop your executive presence. 
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Star Power 
Savvy, smart and successful individuals carefully and purposefully developed their brand, control 
their narrative and strategically build their star power. And, you can as well! 

What’s your star power rating? Let’s begin by assessing your current level of executive presence. 
Answer the following questions, using a scale of 1 to 10, with 1 being strongly disagree and 10 being 
strongly agree. Then, total your score. 

Questions Score 
You are aware of your unique value, you can succinctly articulate your 
unique value, and you can differentiate yourself. 
You enjoy being a visionary and can engage and motivate others to 
execute your vision. 
You avoid disclaimers such as “I’m no expert/It’s just my opinion” or the use of 
the phrase “I’m sorry” when you are not at fault. 
Your body language—including gestures and movements—projects 
strength, demonstrates competence and asserts credibility. 

When you enter a room, people notice and remember you. 

When you speak, you convey confidence with your voice, gestures, 
language and facial expressions. 
Your appearance—wardrobe, hair (and makeup)—conveys the 
sophistication, success, and polish of a C-suite leader. 
You are comfortable in bringing diverse people and perspectives together and 
leading them towards achievement. 

You know business etiquette and are comfortable entertaining in a 
professional or business setting. 
You keep current with business trends, technology, news, national and 
global events, etc. 

Total Score 

Star Power 85 or more 

Congratulations! You’re well on your way to mastering executive presence. Review the areas with 
your lowest ratings and develop a plan for continued growth and improvement. 
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Greenlight 51 to 84 

You’re posed to develop your executive presence. It’s time to purposefully cultivate your presence 
through your continued vigilance to realize your leadership ability and build your star power.   

Reboot 50 or less 

Don’t fret! It’s time to take stock and get busy. You can develop your executive presence with a real 
commitment, deliberate action, and stick-to-itiveness. Jumpstart your efforts by working with 
professionals to help you create an action plan. 

Star power provides unmatched opportunities to achieve your desired personal and professional goals 
and to live the life you want. This is true whether you’re an extrovert or an introvert.  

Many introverts falsely believe they can't engage in highly social environments successfully. While 
introverts may feel uncomfortable and dislike social situations, you are more than able to engage with the 
best extrovert successfully. 

In a nutshell, introverts like myself refuel our energy through quiet, reflective time and solitude. 
Extroverts, on the other hand, refuel their energy through social engagement. 

Understanding how to manage your energy and refueling requirements is key to exuding executive 
presence. 
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Executive Brand 
While your personal brand reflects your morals, integrity, trustworthiness, personality, and values, 
your executive brand is all about your leadership style, capabilities, and expertise. Proactively 
cultivating and intentionally creating your unique executive brand is a strategic investment for your 
personal and professional success. 

Another critical requirement is your ability to create, manage and amplify your unique narrative. 
Effectively managing your narrative enables you to influence your reputation and position yourself 
as a credible and successful leader.  

Managing your narrative begins before you ever speak a single syllable or word. According to a 2011 
New York University study, people make 11 critical decisions about a person in the first seven 
seconds of contact. In those few seconds, perceptions regarding your economic, education, 
sophistication, and success levels, trustworthiness, credibility, believability, competence, and 
honesty are being evaluated. The word cloud below highlights the 11 critical decisions. 
Often, these critical decisions are informed based on observation and by reviewing your social and 
digital footprint. Reviewing your website and social media profiles, particularly your LinkedIn profile, 
is a routine component of the vetting process before engaging in a face-to-face or telephone 
contact.
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 Managing your narrative is all about conveying your authenticity and authority and is 
accomplished through your performance coupled with your style and sociability. 

In this context, authenticity refers to conveying your real or genuine self. Authenticity is a key 
brand pillar that cultivates trust-based relationships and increases your personal, professional and 
executive brand value that differentiates you from others.  

Another critical component that is required to manage your narrative is your authority. Being a 
leading authority or expert in your chosen business or career is more than valuable; it’s your 
currency. Having a well-respected and value-based reputation requires a focused strategy to 
cultivate your executive brand and elevate your visibility.  

Authority should be conveyed through your written, verbal and nonverbal communications and 
your presentation skills. Presentation refers to both your ability to effectively speak publicly and 
your ability to present yourself as a competent, poised and polished executive. 

The Power of Appearance 

Frequently, business owners, executives, and professionals fail to optimize their positioning by 
using amateur, unprofessional and outdated headshots and biographies. 
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Remembering those 11 critical decisions that are being made in the first seven seconds of contact, it 
is imperative your headshot and biography convey your authority and authenticity. Working with a 
professional photographer and a writer is an extremely worthwhile investment that can yield a 
significant return on your investment. 

Equally as important is developing your signature style and sociability to adequately convey your 
authenticity and authority. From your wardrobe to your vocabulary, all aspects of your presentation 
must reflect your c-suite membership.  

Now, concerning your wardrobe, you don’t need a closet full of designer clothes (though, that’s not 
a bad thing!), and you don’t need to be a clotheshorse and fashion plate. You do need the 
appropriate clothes to position yourself as an executive. Remember the adage that you dress for the 
position you want not the one that you have? It still holds true today. 

Coco Chanel said it best. “Dress shabbily and they remember the dress; dress impeccably and they 
remember the woman.” 

Signature Style 

Creating a signature style that reflects your unique personality and helps position you as a 
competent executive and leader should be a top priority. The investment in your style will also 
differentiate you. Again, it’s not the amount of money you spend on your wardrobe and accessories. 
It’s all about presenting yourself as a self-assured, composed, poised and polished leader. 

Build your wardrobe with classic clothing options and add statement pieces to infuse your 
personality and add flair to your style. I define statement pieces as attractive, appealing, attention-
grabbing clothing and accessories that give voice to your personality and define your signature 
style. They’re often dramatic and distinctive in texture, color or size.  

Often, statement apparel can be highly refined designer fashions, haute couture or limited 
availability or exclusive boutique items. Statement accessories range from briefcases, handbags, 
cufflinks, jewelry, shoes, sunglasses and the like. 
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Usually, statement pieces are the first thing people notice and comment about you. And, they make 
you feel confident and self-assured with a bit of swagger. 

Simply put, your style matters. The power of appearance is a critical component that conveys your 
success, sophistication, competence and leadership ability. Your appearance can command 
attention, enable you to influence others and “command the room.”  

If your mindset is to blend in with everyone else, you’re missing a significant opportunity to engage, 
charm and be noticed for all the right reasons. Blending into the woodwork or being a wallflower 
should be avoided at all costs. 

It is imperative that you master business etiquette, the social graces and the art of small talk to 
increase your stature, memorability, and sociability. Becoming comfortable in your own skin—even 
though you would rather be at home or anywhere else—is the cost of admission to the upper 
echelon and exceptional success. 

When considering your style, keep in mind your tone of voice. For women, this is especially 
important as high-pitched voice tones are often construed as weak, emotional or ineffective. 
Developing a more polished and even tone under pressure is essential. 

Consulting with a hair, makeup (or skin professional) and wardrobe stylist is well worth the 
investment of your time and financial resources. These professionals will help you to develop your 
unique style and will convey the positioning, poise, and polish to catapult you to the next level and 
beyond. 

Every one-name celebrity, influencer, and iconic CEO didn’t wake up one morning, have an ah-ha 
moment and instinctively create an authentic style and narrative that exudes executive presence. 
Nope!   

They all engaged various professionals to help them identify what works best for them, improve their 
presentation, enhance their style, polish their communication and much, much more. Finding a team 
of professionals that understand you and will push you at the appropriate time is paramount. You 
also must be open to the process, fully participate and gain clarity about your style preferences and 
their impact on your desired business and professional goals. 

Many times, individuals will say “they should accept me as my authentic self.” Being true to your 
authentic self may be incongruent with the positioning and presentation that can help you to grow 
your business, rapidly ascend the proverbial corporate ladder, command the attention of your ideal 
clients or employers and significantly increase your stature and revenue.  

Engaging with a professional team of stylists and consultants who can assist you with developing an 
actionable strategic plan to transform your executive presence in the most authentic, compelling, 
cost-efficient and timely manner is a savvy and smart investment. 
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Going Social: Biographies, Profiles and Headshots 

Previously, I mentioned the importance of your digital footprint. Well, social profiles in today’s 
increasingly mobile and digital world extend your sociability online and are often your first 
opportunity to make a positive impression.  

If you’re currently using a single profile account as your personal and professional social media 
platform, you should reconsider this approach. Many popular social platforms, including Facebook, 
Instagram, and Twitter, provide several account options for personal, personnel and business uses.  

For example, Facebook provides personal pages to connect with your family and friends, a public 
figure page for professional use and organizational pages to promote your business or nonprofit. I 
highly recommend that you create private accounts for your personal social content to share with 
your family and friends. You should use professional public accounts to establish yourself as an 
expert and to support your business and career goals. 

While social media is a powerful platform, less is usually more. Engaging with the appropriate social 
platforms that support your business and career goals is the best approach. Creating a presence on 
the newest, hottest or trending social platform is not the best strategy to support your executive 
presence goals.  

Each platform has a specific culture and strategy. Twitter, for example, is highly connected to the 
media world. So, if you are seeking to build media relationships, this is a beneficial platform. 
Accordingly, understanding the culture, use, and engagement of each social media platform is 
essential before deciding to establish a presence. 

Rock Your Biography and Profile 

Whatever social platform you use, make sure your profile is concise, impactful and positions you as 
an expert or authority in your profession or career field. Your biography and profile summary should 
not be a recitation of your résumé. In narrative form, you should convey your expertise, experience, 
and value you provide to your customers or employers in a manner that reflects your unique 
personality. 

Your headshot should be of the highest quality. Period. Hire a professional photographer and work 
with a stylist and makeup artist (yes, for men as well!) to present yourself as a polished, poised, 
competent and executive leader. And do not continue to use an outdated headshot that is a decade-
plus old. 
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Here's my transformation from professional to exuding executive presence. 

Professionalism Rules 

In my executive coaching practice, I often encounter executives with unprofessional biographies 
and social profiles. Professionalism must rule when you want to accelerate your business or career. 
Your tone and vocabulary are essential to convey your authenticity, authority, competence, 
success, and sophistication.  

Consistently sharing family and personal moments as a mainstay of your social content diminishes 
your executive presence. You want to publicly position and promote yourself as an expert by 
sharing your relevant, well-thought-out and unique perspectives, observations, thought 
leadership and business-related activities. 
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Rock Star Status 
You’re a rock star, right?! If you’re not, you should be. While you don’t need a star on the Hollywood 
Walk of Fame or be known solely by your first name, you do need to cultivate your rock star status. 
Being an expert and exceptional performer alone will not win the day, you need je ne sais quoi, an 
appealing quality that is hard to describe or put your finger on it. In other words, you need the “X” 
factor or star power! 

Executive presence is comprised of three essential attributes: a) gravitas, b) grace under pressure, 
and c) self-confidence. Envision any A-list Hollywood star, well-known influencer or iconic CEO; they 
usually have a high degree of self-confidence, the ability to remain composed under extreme 
pressure and the gravitas to present their authentic self.

How do you cultivate your rock star status? There are six executive presence pillars—executive 
positioning, poised demeanor, polished appearance, presentation capability, professional team, and 
practice—that can guide your efforts. 

• Executive Positioning. Let’s begin with positioning. Executive positioning is the strategic and 
deliberate process of establishing expert or thought leadership status. This can be accomplished 
through published content such as bylined or editorial opinion articles, blogs, media interviews, 
podcasts, speaking engagements, and vlogs, etc.

• Poised Demeanor. According to Merriam-Webster.com, poise is defined as the easy self-
possessed assurance of manner comprising grace and skill in dealing with others. Being poised is 
also a vital attribute to exude executive presence.

• Polished Appearance. Equally as important to being poised is presenting a polished appearance. 
Having the appropriate attire is one component. Paying attention to your appearance, 
communication, vocabulary and other details is the central requirement. Again, it’s not how much 
you spend on wardrobe; it’s all about presenting yourself as a successful, competent, 
sophisticated and trustworthy leader.

• Presentation Capability. The fourth executive presence pillar is presentation. Being able to 
present your thoughts in a clear, concise, confident and impactful manner through your 
interpersonal, verbal and written communications requires preparation and practice. 
Understanding how to engage an individual or an audience of hundreds enables you to 
command the room and increase your power and influence.
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• Professional Team. Working with an expert team of stylists and consultants will enable you to 
cultivate your executive presence in an effective, cost-efficient and successful manner. Your pro team 
should include:

· Executive coach or communications strategist who will help you assess your executive 
presence, create your strategic and actionable program, develop and elevate your brand, craft 
your biography and social profiles, identify executive positioning opportunities, facilitate 
various training such as media, public speaking, etc.

· Hair and wardrobe stylists. You should create your own “glam squad” who will help you 
develop your signature style, present yourself in a professional and polished manner and build 
your executive wardrobe.

· Make-up artist and skin care professionals. When participating in a photo or video shoot or a 
broadcast media interview, both men and women should work with a make-up artist and a 
skin care professional to ensure you’re putting your best face forward. For women, a simple 
and clean make-up routine is all you need to create a more professional and polished look.

· Tailor. You need to work with a tailor who can customize your clothing to your unique body 
type. Tailored clothing is essential to presenting yourself as a highly professional, poised and 
polished executive.

· Photographer/Videographer. Working with a highly-skilled photographer and videographer 
who can effectively capture your unique personality is your ultimate goal.

• Practice. We’re all too familiar with the proverb “practice makes perfect.” According to phrases.org.uk, 
this proverb origin is traced back to the 1550s-1560s. And, it’s too true today. Consistently practicing 
your newly developed leadership skills, participating in more social engagements, delivering public 
presentations and speaking engagements, building your self-confidence and actively engaging in 
continuous learning opportunities will enable you to effortlessly and authentically exude executive 
presence.

Assemble the Best Team 

Hiring the right professionals requires considerable forethought and planning. 

As you begin your selection process, at first blush, the do-it-yourself approach probably appears the 
easiest, fastest, and cheapest method. However, this approach often is more expensive due to the steep 
learning curve, the need to redo deliverables as a result of errors and omissions, the limited knowledge 
of the needed skills, and the increased investment of your time and effort. It’s counterintuitive that 
working with experienced consultants, stylists, and freelancers is likely the most cost-efficient approach. 
The key is to hire the right professional team for you. So, you must fully evaluate each person to 
determine their ability to help you achieve your desired outcomes. 
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Experienced consultants, stylists, and freelancers enable executives and professionals to focus on 
their core competencies. These experts often bring their networks of designers, writers, stylists, 
photographers and the like to you and can employ cost-effective methods, saving you valuable time 
and money while increasing your return on investment. 

If you use a haphazard approach or forego the appropriate due diligence, you’ll hire the wrong team, 
resulting in wasted time and resources, incomplete or incorrect deliverables, unattained goals, and 
missed opportunities—all at a premium cost. 

Hiring the best team for your specific needs will exponentially enhance your ability to cultivate your 
executive presence.  

Another critical consideration is determining your need for a strategist or a tactician to direct the 
work from concept through execution. 

Strategists are conceptual thinkers who can use data and insight to undertake a long-range view, to 
align goals, and to plan resources and a course of action that achieve the desired goals and 
objectives. 

Strategists often use a variety of modeling and scenario methodologies to forecast and address 
potential unforeseen obstacles, challenges, and opportunities that could affect the achievement of 
the desired outcomes. They also employ a series of metrics or measurements that evaluate and 
modify the plan to ensure alignment toward the desired goals. 

Conversely, a tactician provides planned support of programs or campaigns and deals with the 
implementation or execution of actions to resolve or address particular problems or opportunities. 
Frequently, tacticians are focused on the present situation with little to no consideration for future 
challenges, opportunities, or unintended consequences. 

So, how can you determine if you need a strategist or tactician, or both? You must determine if you 
need assistance with a broad-view program or simply the implementation of a specific campaign. For 
example, both binoculars and microscopes magnify objects.  

Generally, you would choose binoculars (strategists) to obtain a three-dimensional view and to bring 
far away objects closer. Microscopes (tacticians), on the other hand, enable you to view objects 
unseen by the unaided eye. Each offers unique opportunities and benefits just as strategists and 
tacticians do. 

Hiring a highly qualified and talented professional team doesn’t have to be a daunting and 
unmanageable task. The following strategies will assist you in your search. 

• Define your needs. Finding the right professional regardless of the discipline requires you to 
effectively articulate your needs, expectations, and goals, taking into consideration your 
collaborative and leadership style, desired outcomes, and whether you need the expertise of 
a strategist or tactician.
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• Ask for referrals. Engaging your network of trusted confidantes, share your needs and request 
recommendations for consultants, stylists and freelancers they have successfully worked with.

• Conduct interviews and check references. As with hiring employees, the consultant, stylist or 
freelancer will have access to your proprietary and most sensitive information. You should exercise all 
due caution when interviewing the consultants and their references. A bad hire could significantly 
diminish or hinder your progress.
Develop a questionnaire with mostly open-ended questions, and jot down the key responses you 
believe are essential before the conversation. If this process is overwhelming, ask your network or 
conduct an online search for sample questions.

• Break the desired outcomes into phases. There are advantages to awarding the work in one 
contract, namely pricing advantages. But, by phasing the work, you will have the opportunity to 
evaluate the consultant’s approach and contribution to your goals before committing a significant 
financial investment.

Both strategists and tacticians offer skills, expertise, and knowledge to their clients. Indeed, strategists 
and tacticians commonly work together on projects of all sizes. 

If you determine the best approach for your situation is the do-it-yourself one, follow the strategies 
above when engaging the resources and vendors you’ll use. There also are some crowdsourcing 
websites.  

Mashable.com defines crowdsourcing as “distributed problem solving” and states that from 
“distributing tasks to a large group of people, you are able to mine collective intelligence, assess quality, 
and process work in parallel.” My favorite crowdsourcing freelance platform is fiverr.com and offers a 
wide array of professional services. 

http://www.fiverr.com/s2/8e99b32992
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Final Thoughts 
Exuding executive presence requires dedication, purposeful engagement and a willingness to go 
beyond your comfort zone. It’s never too early to hone your executive presence skills. Growing your 
business or accelerating your career requires the continuous development of your skills and 
capabilities. 

Being well-rounded is essential, including your ability to converse about business, cultural, industry, 
global, political and local topics. Presenting yourself as a competent, polished and sophisticated 
leader requires professional assistance and is an investment in your success. 

Elevating your executive brand including your personal style, vocabulary, headshots, biography and 
social platforms is imperative. Building your executive profile should include service on influential 
business, civic, charitable or community boards in a leadership capacity. 

Wherever you are on your professional journey, you can master executive presence without 
breaking a sweat. 
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